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Abstract:
The inherent complexity of early medieval rural society is now widely recognised by scholars;
this is in no small part thanks to the transformative effect that archaeology has had on our
understanding of many aspects of peasant life, including funerary practices, settlement patterns
and commercial networks. Yet it is only in the last twenty years that an archaeology of the
peasant society of early medieval Christian Iberia has emerged to challenge the supremacy of
deeply entrenched historiographical motifs, explored in detail herein, which underplay peasant
agency, confine peasants to familiar contextual paradigms (poverty, risk-aversion, resistance,
etc.), and treat the peasantry as an undifferentiated mass of largely passive ‘recipients’ of
History. This article focuses upon a specific case-study – the rural history of early medieval
northern Iberia – to show that, far from an auxiliary discipline used to bolster or reject
interpretations founded upon documentary analysis, archaeology now underpins our efforts to
understand complex aspects of the society and economy of the early medieval countryside.
Furthermore, it contends that archaeology promises to refine and define future research agendas
to the benefit of historian and archaeologist alike, by urging us to ask more ambitious questions
of peasant society, with potentially revelatory results.
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Introduction: A Distinction without a Difference
It is broadly accepted that two competing visions of peasant society dominated Spanish
historiography in the twentieth century. Until the 1970s, the most familiar feature of the
historiographical landscape was the free peasant proprietor – the small-scale cultivator of his
own patch of hard-won terrain, hardened by the seasons, a life of toil, and the demands of the
frontier.1 For Claudio Sánchez-Albornoz, the free peasant proprietor embodied something of
the spirit of homo hispanus: independent-minded, pioneering, a proto-typical conquistador,
tasked above all else with the need to win back his homeland from the Arab-Berber conquerors
who had taken control of much of the peninsula in 711.2 Such conditions called for hardy
frontiersmen, not serfs confined to the classic great estate of the manorial paradigm. It
followed, for Sánchez-Albornoz, that Spain could not have incubated the violent hierarchies of
the feudal social order: peasants might be poor, but they were largely free, and they would see
their freedoms confirmed in the charters of franchise known as fueros which proliferated from
the eleventh century. In contradistinction to this view, which has now been largely abandoned
in academic circles, was the counterblast offered by Abilio Barbero and Marcelo Vigil in the
1970s.3 These authors contended that the Cantabrian Mountains, instead of sheltering the
remnants of the Romano-Visigothic aristocratic class that would later coordinate the
repopulation of the Duero basin, were peopled by quasi-tribal societies which had escaped the
imprint of Romanitas. What is more, the indigenous peoples of the northern fringe would
follow their own path to feudalism, the result of the slow creep of private property and the
social inequalities that followed in their train; against this background, the free peasant
proprietor would face no choice but to alienate his land and enter into dependency.
These apparently very different characterisations of early medieval Iberian society were
in one crucial respect more alike than many have assumed. Both celebrate the significance of
the peasantry while simultaneously failing to afford sufficient agency to peasants themselves.
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Both, in fact, reflect ‘an intrinsic pessimism’, in which the passivity of the peasantry in the face
of greater forces is its most notable quality.4 This is all the more unfortunate when one
considers that the details of peasants’ lives can be tracked quite closely in the thousands of
charters of sale or donation that survive from the tenth century, as Wendy Davies has shown. 5
And while much remains unknown, it is no longer tenable to see the early medieval peasantry
as the heroic colonisers of the Albornocian canon, or the defenceless victims of lordly
predation, persons of interest only insofar as we can trace their putative subjection. Neither of
these depictions does justice to the complexity of peasant society as it has been revealed to us
in archaeological excavations of recent years. This article intends to offer a brief investigation
of the historiographical treatment of the Iberian peasantry in the early Middle Ages, before
underlining the significance of archaeology in broadening our horizons, especially when it
comes to understanding the socio-economic dimension of peasant existence.

Laying the Ground
Exaggeratedly primitivist depictions of early medieval peasant societies, particularly with
regard to their economic development, are not restricted to Spanish historiographical contexts,
but we can adduce three principal reasons why such views held sway in Spain for so long. The
first of these we can diagnose easily enough: as the leading practitioners of a now-flourishing
field testify, Spanish archaeology was underdeveloped until the 1990s.6 Such interventions as
did take place were infrequently focused on or indeed interested in early medieval contexts.
Second, before the last third of the twentieth century, Spanish historians working on the early
medieval peasantry focused on trying to understand its juridical status, in particular insofar as
it could be linked to late Roman, or – even better – Visigothic, legal categories.7 For if
normative legal provisions warning of the obligations (and potential dangers) of rustici could
be said to find parallels in documents of practice – charters, say, in which ‘persons of inferior
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rank’ are seen committing infractions against private property before succumbing to the long
arm of the law – then the peasantry could be classified and categorised accordingly. 8
Inheritance practices, loan instruments, debt repayments and the like were treated in the same
way: if they appeared in written law and also cropped up in outwardly similar form in the
charters, then these latter were to be understood as ‘fuentes de aplicación de derecho’. 9 This
somewhat circular view was challenged, and rightly so, in a series of landmark studies of
monastic lordship which began to see the light of day around 1970, almost all of them based
upon a return to the charters and shaped by the notable influence of French historical writing. 10
Marc Bloch’s extraordinary La société féodale (1939-40) was clearly of fundamental import
for many, but so too were Georges Duby’s inherently more pessimistic readings of rural
economy.11 It is perhaps for this reason that in Spain the socio-political construction of lordly
power was privileged over its strictly economic dimension; there was, quite simply, little room
for the humdrum business interests of the peasantry in Duby’s analyses of rural society, nor
would there be much room for them in his later attempts to define the medieval imaginaire.12
To some extent, this is not surprising: expansive, diachronic retellings of the peasantry’s past,
centred on the enduring rhythms of the seasons and the fixity of geographical setting, could not
but emphasise the constraints that framed peasant life at the expense of variety, dynamism and
agency. Change, when it came, would be dramatic and top-down, and it would only come, in
France, when Duby’s castellans began to subvert public courts and despoil the lands of peasants
around the year 1000.13 The disintegrative effects of feudal revolution would usher in a new
ruling class, but the day-to-day life of the peasantry, we are left to intuit, remained a predictably
stolid affair.
The third reason why detailed studies of the dynamism of peasant society and economy
emerged late, and then only fitfully, in Spain, concerns the concept of feudalism, which
underwent rehabilitation in Spain at precisely the moment that (for better or worse) it was being
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jettisoned by scholars elsewhere, particularly in the United States.14 The timing was crucial
here.15 The decade from 1975-85 saw many Spanish historians, brought up on a steady diet of
Annaliste and radical history writing and now relishing the scholarly freedoms previously
denied them by Franco’s regime, embrace an understanding of feudalism inspired by Marxist
notions of class struggle.16 British academics devoted to a historical materialist analysis of
social conditions before the late medieval triumph of agrarian capitalism also found an
audience in the Spanish universities in the 1970s and 1980s.17 Those embracing these varied
and intellectually potent influences deliberately (indeed self-consciously) drew from insights
derived from across Europe, and this broadening of horizons was wholly positive. Scholars at
the vanguard in Spain at this time offered a necessary corrective, in methodology as well as in
some of the conclusions they reached, to the declamatory tales of Castilian exceptionalism
rehearsed by Claudio Sánchez-Albornoz, for whom the invasion of 711 had curtailed the protofeudalism of the late Visigothic kingdom, precluding the possibility of a mature, European,
feudalism taking root in the tenth century.18

Floreat Feudalism
On the home front, Spaniards turned to the work of Abilio Barbero and Marcelo Vigil, whose
La formación del feudalismo en la península ibérica, which appeared in 1978, inspired and
guided a whole cadre of younger historians, some of them very formidable indeed.19 In its
methodology, overtly Marxist framework, and rejection of institutionalist paradigms, not to
mention its conclusions, their work could not have offered a more iconoclastic retelling of the
Spanish early Middle Ages. It attempted to dismantle Sánchez-Albornoz’s thesis wholesale,
conjuring a hitherto unthinkable vision of a society that followed a path to feudalism that would
begin in the mountainous north of ‘Green Spain’ among kin-based (gentilicio) peoples,
bypassing the Latin-Christian inheritance almost entirely.20 The work of Barbero and Vigil
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soon became the new orthodoxy in university History departments (a sure sign that change was
needed), and it would not be controversial to say that studies of the processes by which regional
societies underwent feudalización have shaped the dominant conceptual framework of early
medieval Spanish history for the last forty years or so. 21 Yet rather than attempt to chronicle
abrupt changes – the favoured Francophone approach to explaining the onset of feudal social
relations and institutions – Spanish historians, from about 1980, became increasingly interested
in ‘transition’; from rural settlements composed of peoples of relatively uniform, quasi-tribal
socio-economic status, to comunidades de aldea (village communities), characterised, by the
tenth century, by ‘the extension of individual ownership and internal social differentiation’. 22
Both Marx and the Annalistes were influential in the shaping of this new research agenda,
whereas institutionalist analyses of feudo-vassalic bonds fell precipitously out of fashion in
Spain in the last quarter of the twentieth century, having only ever really interested a handful
of Sánchez-Albornoz’s (extremely learned) acolytes.23 We might surmise that ties between lord
and vassal seemed redolent of the starchy, narrowly juridical studies that many historians now
wanted to leave behind; Blochian visions, on the other hand, of an entire social order, a feudal
society composed of intricate connections between all of its interlocking parts, held a much
broader appeal in what was, after all, a newly-democratised country.24
Taking inspiration from Bloch, Spanish historians would return to the charters to
uncover social change in feudal Iberia. The patchy and uneven (though rich) collections of
records from across Spain made gauging the profundity and scansion of change difficult, but
no matter, for an explanation was at hand: feudalización operated with different intensity across
the northern half of the peninsula in the ninth to eleventh centuries, but – reassuringly – always
resulted in the same outcome. As society was feudalized at different speeds in different places
lords acquired and consolidated a bundle of seigneurial rights at the expense of peasant society,
overseeing a top-down reorganisation of agricultural labour, structured to their own
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advantage.25 Lords, it turned out, were the prime-mover of causation, for it was their demand
that would stimulate changes, including a more stringent and exploitative agricultural regime,
which, in turn, would drive economic growth. Tellingly, there was not a Spanish Feudal
Revolution or Crisis of the Year 1000 in sight (west of Catalonia, at least). What this appeared
to show was that French historiographical influence in Spain was profound but not total:
revolutionary change à la française gave way to slow-burning transformations in non-Catalan
Iberian contexts, and kings retained more than a semblance of genuine power there whereas
royal authority had reached its nadir in late tenth-century France. But even these realisations
were beside the point: the direction of travel was the same everywhere in northern Christian
Spain, from Castile to Galicia, and León to Navarre.
The approaches sketched in outline above are intellectually stimulating in all sorts of
ways, but they share a recurrent characteristic: they ask us to content ourselves with a series of
answers fixated on processes at the expense of people. Where once ideas of depopulation and
Reconquista, Sánchez-Albornoz’s leitmotif, ruled the roost, in the brave new world of the 1970s
it would be feudalism that would carry all before it. A little later, in the 1990s, a revived
Convivencia, the putative harmonious living together of Iberia’s Christians, Muslims and Jews,
would attempt to displace the by-then moribund notion of Reconquest as an all-encompassing
expository framework.26 Proponents of feudalism or Convivencia (scholars rarely worked on
both) offered competing visions of medieval Iberian society but they were inspired by a shared
imperative: Spain was no longer to be Europe’s odd man out, nor to have its liminality
confirmed by Sánchez-Albornoz’s quasi-mystical description of his homeland as an enigma
histórico, the roots of which – he had opined – were buried equally deeply in the soil of Castile
and the psychology of its people. But where did all the peasants go? If not toiling and spoiling
on the frontier, where were peasants to be found and what were they found to be doing? Most
agricultural cultivators in early medieval Spain, as elsewhere, dedicated a relatively small
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fraction of their time (and some, of course, dedicated none whatsoever) to the farming of their
lord’s estates: what were their lives like when they were not doing their lord’s bidding? 27

A Peasantry without Peasants
An apparent paradox, or at least a deep irony, presents itself at this juncture. With the rise to
paramountcy of Barbero and Vigil’s strikingly revisionist interpretation of the Spanish early
Middle Ages, historians may well have expected to see peasants move front and centre in the
late twentieth century.28 But they did not. Instead, the free and hardy frontiersmen who once
roamed this historiographical landscape, so vividly brought to life by Sánchez-Albornoz, were
suddenly denuded of their vital spark and rendered immobile; the trouble is, when robbed of
their pioneering spirit and told to stay put, peasants were often depicted as having lost any
claim to agency at all.
Peasants themselves, that is, the thousands of examples of named individuals of
relatively humble status and means whom we see in the charters, were reduced to a sociological
category. Yet the binary distinction between the peasantry and the lordly class (‘two preconstituted social groups with contradictory interests’), a notion critiqued in Anglophone
scholarship since at least the heyday of the Toronto School (and indeed accepted as too
simplistic a reading by leading Marxist historians of the peasantry such as Rodney Hilton),
offered an explanatory framework of surprising durability in Spanish historiography, for
reasons explored by Peter Linehan among others, and explained in part above.29
Dissenting voices existed but tended to be conciliatory in tone, shifting the emphasis
rather than the debate. García de Cortázar, for instance, offered a welcome corrective to zerosum power games by stressing that landscape, season, and climate shaped the contours of
peasant lives quite as much as seigneurial demands.30 But in the hands of some of his disciples
even studies of this kind lost their way somewhat, and taxonomic and classificatory approaches
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came to pay more attention to the settings in which peasant lives played out than they did to
the details of peasant lives themselves (insofar as we can know these details). This is not to
deny the significance of geography; after all, what one could grow, what animals one could
raise, and the viability of access to resources, including commons, shaped the possibilities of
farming everywhere; one bad harvest could ruin a family (and perhaps one particularly good
one could make one). Landscape, in this sense, was indeed important, if not determinative.
Nonetheless, work and family, the principal contextual factors framing peasant lives, slipped
down the historiographical agenda, unless they could provide a scenic backdrop for anecdotes
telling of lordly injustice; peasants not actively involved in ‘resistance’ paid the price for their
patent indifference to radicalism.31 Against this backdrop the early medieval northern Iberian
peasant economy would have to wait until the (admittedly late) introduction of (non-Andalusi)
coinage in the eleventh century before it could stake a claim for itself as a matter of interest
and significance in its own right.32 Feudalism ‘happened’, it was just a case of finding it. And
so it is, therefore, that whether we imagine ourselves marooned on the Meseta or sheltering
from showers on the Atlantic coast, the vista that opened up before us until very recently was
one of a large region carved up into areas of directly-controlled dominio monástico on the one
hand, and sparsely populated hamlets on the other. Free peasants clung to their landholdings;
whatever their status, villagers faced no possibility of improving their lot; and rampant
seigneurialism was in train.
But this is far from the whole story, and peasant society deserves to be sketched with
much more attention to detail. In very recent times, the work of a handful Spanish scholars has
emerged at the forefront of a new wave of important contributions to debates about the
peasantry. These volumes show that peasant lives were fundamentally grounded in everyday
routines; but they were not, for all that, fixed and unchanging.33 By the same token, peasants
were of course connected to, sometimes indeed clearly beholden to, supralocal persons and
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structures; yet these were not the only forces that shaped their lives. Overlapping and
intersecting scales of social and political activity brought peasants into contact with neighbours,
neighbouring villagers, as well as elites and their agents. Only in the last decade have the dense,
multi-directional series of connections that enmeshed peasant activity (and indeed sociability)
been developed at the conceptual level, and promising steps forward have been taken, most
notably by Julio Escalona and his team at the CSIC, and Juan Antonio Quirós Castillo, at the
Universidad del País Vasco.34
Complex gradations of social difference, often very fine, are now the object of study;
attempts are made to explain them, rather than explain them away. For instance, alongside the
dependent peasants who worked some of these lands were small proprietors eking out a living,
as well as what Richard Fletcher called a ‘rural middle class’ of farmers.35 In other words, as
Wendy Davies has demonstrated, legal, social and economic status varied from person to
person and from family to family; a single village could comprise the destitute, the poor and
the middling sort.36 Looking to the work of Davies and Laurent Feller, others have argued that
small but dynamic markets emerged in the tenth century, allowing villagers to seek preferment
or advancement by means of the kind of dealings in private property for too long considered
solely the preserve of aristocrats.37 Peasant recourse to the market is a given in accounts of
other parts of early medieval Europe – consider Wendy Davies’ studies on Brittany, the work
of Laurent Feller et al. on the Abruzzo, the landmark studies of Pierre Bonnassie and Lluís To
on Catalonia, and the more theoretical investigations of Garry Runciman on Anglo-Saxon
England – but has not attracted much attention from experts on the northern Christian Iberian
kingdoms until very recently.38
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The ‘Archaeological Turn’ for Historians
Archaeologists, on the other hand, have bucked this trend somewhat, and in recent years they
have shown that it is their discipline that will furnish most of the evidence that will help us to
revise our picture. By obliging historians to ponder the material remains of living conditions,
fragments of the objects of daily life (coarse wares), and diverse human interventions in the
landscape (storage pits, terraces), archaeologists have foregrounded a series of fundamental
questions. What size was this community? How did it feed itself? What might the physical
layout of the settlement and its food production and preservation strategies say about social
hierarchies? Charters, for all their evident value, can only provide relatively few clues on these
particulars. Yet some archaeological studies have taken us further, without failing into the old
interpretative traps, by hypothetically reconstructing village settlements peopled by
individuals, some perhaps a step or two ahead of peers and willing to coordinate ‘infrastructure
projects’, such as the construction of large storage pits or terraces. How such projects were
mediated and carried out, given that the investment in time and labour that they supposed was
unlikely to be shared equally among the community, especially if elements of that community
were producing more than they needed to sustain themselves in the medium term, are also
questions worth posing. One thinks of the example of the village of Gasteiz in Álava, in which
an 18m x 8m longhouse, inhabited from the mid-ninth century to the early eleventh, has been
associated with no less than five ‘aligned and synchronous’ silos, positioned adjacently. 39 Did
these silos belong to a family of superior status to its neighbours? Was the nature of this social
superiority fundamentally economic, such families being able to minimize their own risk by
storing significant quantities of cereals, thereby consolidating or even gaining leverage over
neighbours who were not so fortunate? If we turn the question on its head, further questions
emerge. For instance, if silos of unusually high storage capacity were located beside domestic
buildings which do not stand out in size or quality of construction from other such buildings,
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does this indicate that these silos were used by more than a single family, and might we then
posit community-level involvement in their construction?40
Definitive answers to the questions framed above cannot be given, but a positive
consequence of excavations such as those led by Quirós Castillo and Alfonso Vigil-Escalera is
that such ‘infrastructure projects’ are no longer seen as a sure sign of exogenous lordly
intrusion; this is as true of Quirós Castillo’s excavations in the Basque Country, which suggest
that the ninth and tenth centuries saw a reorganisation of villages and productive spaces, as it
is of Vigil-Escalera’s pioneering work in the Madrid region, which posits, remarkably, fifth to
eighth century chronologies for the development of stable village communities, at least some
of which were involved in exchange economies of some degree of sophistication.41
The ability of peasants to shape the internal development of the settlements in which
they lived is attested farther west too. Excavations have shown that the village of Villanueva
de Santo Adriano, some twenty kilometres from Oviedo (the capital of the leading Christian
kingdom in Spain from the second half of the eighth century to the beginning of the tenth),
experienced intense settlement nucleation in the ninth and tenth centuries, as well as the
reorganisation of agricultural spaces: the presence on the site of ‘significant quantities of
pottery from Oviedo’ indicate that the village was almost certainly producing for exchange. 42
Moving farther west still, large-scale terrace construction has been identified on the edge of
Santiago de Compostela in Galicia, occurring in successive waves in the fifth to seventh
centuries, and the ninth to tenth centuries; clearly, active intervention in the landscape to
improve its productive capacity was a concern of some Iberian peasants throughout the early
Middle Ages.43 For some scholars, the material culture and the architectonic features of related
domestic units found at these sites suggests a dramatic break redolent of extraneous elite
imposition: but social elites such as there did exist in these contexts were just as likely to have
been leading villagers assuming roles of leadership in collective projects. In other words, ‘small
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terraced strips on hillsides with broad sixth- to ninth-century dates could be the result of direct
local agency’.44
Documents cannot really help us to solve this puzzle definitively because the written
record is patchy, uneven in its geographical spread, and rather meagre until after about 900.
Admittedly, before this date rent collection and estate management were sometimes recorded
in rudimentary scribblings, even in areas as remote as the northwestern corner of the Meseta,
as a series of 160 or so slate tablets of sixth- to eighth-century date attests. But to assume that
the slates, and the very workaday literacy that they evidence, were created at the behest of lords
overseeing local production at village level, is to assume that literacy was only found in elite
contexts, an argument which recent studies have called into question.45 Beyond the Leonese
Mountains, in Galicia, charters from the late ninth-century onwards reveal a world in which
transacting in land took place between peasants with great regularity, its normality encoded in
the formulaic conventions which appear time and again in the corpus.46 These transactions were
nonetheless anchored in a stable social landscape: privately held holdings, owned by peasant
families, were well established, villagers routinely reminding us of the ancient status of their
properties, which were delineated by ‘terminos antiquos’.47 A handful of other excavated sites
in Galicia also suggests the stable and long-term occupation of village settlements; furthermore,
the continued use in Galicia throughout the early Middle Ages of mixed building techniques,
in stone and wood, perhaps points to sharper social hierarchies in Galician villages than we see
elsewhere, a view which would fit with the highly articulated nature of social structures in the
region that have been said to stand out in tenth-century documents.48
To explain regional difference is perhaps one of the challenges facing scholars over the
coming years. It is beyond question though, that archaeology is helping us revise our
understanding of the protagonism of peasants in their own lives; neither elite pressure ab extra
nor climate catastrophism need be considered the only possible catalysts of change within
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peasant communities. Many scholars would now concede that decisions regarding where,
when, and how to construct, say, a large silo or an olive press, were taken by peasants, perhaps
after consultation with some or all of the members of the settlement (which should not lead us
to assume that all parties involved in the decision making process exerted the same level of
influence or expected to benefit from the decision equally).49 Still, these changes must have
been felt on the ground. One possibility is that ‘infrastructure projects’ provide a possible
context for the development of sharpened social hierarchies within villages, facilitating or even
materialising social mobility in a more concrete and indeed visible way. Compelling readings
of the archaeological corpus made by scholars in northern Europe have argued to this effect,
reminding us that ‘potential diversity in the material reflections of different ranks within the
peasantry may have been hugely underestimated’.50 In his comparative study of a variety of
sites from across northern Europe in the early Middle Ages, Christopher Loveluck has called
for further investigation of the ‘middling ranks’ of society in tenth- and eleventh-century
contexts, ‘local notables and wealthy peasant families, whose existence has already been
observed in the archaeological and textual sources of the seventh to ninth centuries’. 51 Here we
see peasant agency foregrounded such that we need not classify archaeological markers of
difference in wealth, or access to more complex exchange systems, as necessarily indicating
elite coordination of such systems.
An interesting consequence of debate on these themes has taken the form of a renewed
commitment to scrutinising the theoretical frameworks we take for granted. Top of the list has
to be another misleading binary, cooperation and conflict, competing dynamics thought to be
constitutive of the social logic of the peasant world. Here we might posit that neither
functionalist anthropology nor intrinsically opposed class interest offer a complex enough view
of peasant social relations. Where there was cooperation, it was not the natural consequence of
a social system innately configured to promote stability; where there was conflict, it was not
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because members of local society were inevitably predisposed nor psychologically hardwired
to object to individuals or groups within the community who were in some way differentiated
from others because of economic or political status. 52 On the contrary, cooperation was built
by means of the complex intermeshing of varied and overlapping individual and group
interests; it was because of its inherent complexity, shaped by the contingent interests of every
set of actors in every given circumstance, that it was liable to fracture.
The word ‘community’, omnipresent though it be in the literature since the time of
Barbero and Vigil, indeed presents historians with a considerable problem. Community and
collective action were, for some historians, the most effective shields deployed by rural
cultivators against lords, but how the sociological construct of the ‘natural community’, whose
members simply resided in proximity to one another, metabolised into the comunidad de aldea,
characterised by social stratification and inequality, is far from straightforward. 53 What we
might call the ‘feudalizing tendency’ has been most often posited by way of explanation, but it
is debatable whether this term fits the bill if the change can be said to emerge, sui generis, from
the heart of the village, the result of the aggregate effect of peasants trying to coordinate their
own lives, sometimes in unison with neighbours, sometimes at the level of the family or
individual. This does not contradict the possibility of collective action at the community level
and I do not wish to argue that such action did not take place. Collective action at the scale of
terracing, for example, is certainly impressive. But it is not by definition cooperative, and we
should not reject the possibility that it required coordination or coercion, at least in its initial
stages, and that this coordination or coercion were provided by leading peasants. 54 To admit as
much would not undermine the concept of the peasant community, but simply highlight its
complexity: after all, collective interests do not necessarily produce collective action.
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New contexts: Social complexity, commerce and comparison
Peasant agency in early medieval northern Spain was not confined to the shaping of settlements
and productive spaces. Commercial activity also played a part. Agustín Azkarate and José Luis
Solaun have shown that low-value pottery, sometimes supplied by ‘itinerant’ vendors and often
produced locally, circulated in the Basque Country in the ninth and tenth centuries.55 Even a
cautious reading of their study must conclude that there was clearly non-elite demand for
inexpensive pottery (alongside demand for finer wares) which made use of and fostered market
mechanisms to meet that need; excavations in village sites have revealed significant enough
quantities of a range of inexpensive coarse wares so as to demonstrate that peasants knew how
to access the market in order to obtain the particular ceramic ware that they wanted. Indeed,
Azkarate and Solaun have suggested that production was relatively complex by the ninth
century, household production existing alongside ‘individual workshop’ production, both
supplemented by an ‘itinerant’ element perhaps motivated by supply-side factors, its producers
keen to muscle in on rivals.56 Itinerant craftsmen of this type, working across the region
between Madrid and Toledo in the early Middle Ages, perhaps even ‘responded to seasonal
cycles of demand’.57
Elsewhere in the Christian territories of northern Iberia, several different highly
localised forms of coarse ware have emerged from excavations across and within regions, from
Portugal to Álava.58 Localisation has been found to characterise the ever-growing pottery
assemblage of the Iberian village world and this pattern holds true wherever excavation has
taken place; in other words, there are reasons to suspect that the circulation of low value objects
was common enough in many parts of medieval Iberia, and that there was some kind of
specialised production in operation aimed overwhelmingly at non-elite transactors. Who made
these ceramics? And with what medium of exchange did anyone pay for them? After all, if
specialisation becomes more normal once payment in coin itself becomes more normal (people
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choosing to buy artisanal goods rather than make them), how do we explain the pattern of
increasing and increasingly diverse ceramic production emerging from excavations undertaken
in a world putatively without coin? One answer might be to think about the productive capacity
of peasants to produce ceramics which in range, design, and quality (if not scale), bear the
hallmarks of what we more readily call ‘specialisation’ in monetary contexts.59 Alfonso VigilEscalera has broadened our horizons still further in his study of ‘things that travel’, bringing to
our attention the role that rotary querns, tiles, and textiles played in peasant exchange networks
in the Madrid region. As he states, ‘the mere fact that goods travelled indicates that production
exceeded local needs.’60 The upshot of such investigations is that archaeologists might hope,
soon, to persuade historians of feudal society that production for exchange – indeed, economic
strategies beyond subsistence – characterised at least some pockets of peasant society in the
early Middle Ages.
Peasant-artisans commercially integrated in local networks have been postulated in late
and post-Carolingian contexts, including in the Low Countries, where ‘industries often had
clear regional concentrations, and were almost all located in the countryside’.61 But such is the
abundance of ceramics (now beginning to see the light of day in meaningful quantities) and
other low-value goods (documented in hundreds of Iberian charters), that we need to think
harder about their presence in Iberian contexts too.62 We might also extend our comparative
analysis to England, and indeed shift our focus from ceramics to other types of low-level goods,
to see further examples of the economic dynamism of the early medieval peasantry. In an article
focussed on middle and late Anglo-Saxon England, Rosamund Faith has reminded us that ‘the
extent to which pottery and high-level crafts dominate the archaeological record has tended to
obscure the importance of everyday goods in the rural economy and hence the contribution that
peasant surplus may have made to exchange.’63 Due weight has long been afforded to the role
of peasants as innovators and entrepreneurs in English historiography. Although much of this

18

work has concentrated on the centuries after 1200, some historians have examined the earlier
period with illuminating results; Richard Britnell, for example, has proposed that the
institutional domination of the market by landlords may well have acted as a brake on late
Anglo-Saxon commercialisation, rather than a stimulus. 64 In a similar vein, Chris Dyer has
proposed that peasant-producers were better able to spot ripe conditions for investment and
opportunities to increase production than was the lordly class. 65
These comparanda need not map onto Spanish conditions perfectly – indeed, it would
take some explaining if they did. But they do provide food for thought; they remind us that
peasant protagonism is the place to start when attempting to understand the fundamental
dynamics of the peasantry, production and market mechanisms. They also offer a salutary
reminder to historians that this protagonism can only be uncovered if archaeology continues to
shape our current and future research agendas, for not only does it provide us with an everexpanding base of empirical data, it also prompts us to ask new, more penetrating questions of
historiographical paradigms in dire need of revision and regeneration.
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